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DISADVANTAGED LEARNERS: THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
AND SOME POTENTIAL SOIATIONS

..1

\--....

The preliminary findings' of a joint study conducted in

Zone 3 by Alberta Education .and Alberta Social Services and
Community Health suggests that seven to eight percent of the
students enrolled in junior high schools may be potential
dropouts. Across the province this represents 7,700 to 8,800
students between the ages of 12 and'15 years.. Of these junior
high school students, 2,200 to 3,300 actually drop out each
year. Some are known to obtain work permits and find employ-s
ment in low-skill jobs. Many more (especially girls) remain
at home. Still others end up in- correctional institutions.

Enrolment patterns suggest that many more of theseidenti-
fled potential dropoury become actual dropouts shortly after
entering high school o on reaching their sixteenth birthday.

...-
.

.

To provide' a clear understanding of both the problems
pose-d by potential dropouts and some of the,potentLal solu-d---
tions to these problems, a literattUre review was undertaken.
Because there was such a large body of literature available
dating from the early sixties, 'mostly secondary sources have
been used in thfs paper. .

The reviewed literature provides (in the first section) a
reasonably clear picture of: who these potential dropouts
( disadvantaged learners) are and why they are disadvantaged;
how they can be identified; some remedial projects undertaken
to date; and some of the social impacts of dropping out of

school. The second section is devoted to an examination of
Alternative educational strategies that have been tried and
the third section is dev=oted to overall conclusions.

DISADVANTAGED LEARNERS: AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM AND
SOME SOLUTION STRATEGIES

Disadvantaged Learners--Who Are They?

Ornstein (1966:154-163) describes several forms of depri-
vation that nay alter a students' behavior. Self deprivation
is characterized by students who lack a sense of self-esteem,
self-praise, and self-i4orta,nce. They may have low or

unrealistic aspirations. Social deprivation is a term applied
to those students who are often uncommitted to the larger
society and its values. Environmental deprivation describes
cases where individuals; are crammed into cramped and -over-
crowded spaces- 'which lack adequate heat, refrigerati(n and

,.. sanitary facilities. Worse, perhaps, they lack private,

space. Parental deprivation occurs when one or both parents
are' unavailable or unable to adequately fill their proper role

% because of problems such as divorce, alcoholism or desertion.

1
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malnutrition, and poor health practices cbtbine-lze
a classification referrs,.4 to as hygienic deprivation. Raci41 AN,

4epriAration incl6deS all forms .of disadvantage suffereduffered-as a

result of discriminatiOn and prejudice against minoritigs--
especially not- white. Experience deprivation stems from a'
lack pf information an'd awirepess of 'the world beyond an
individual's doorstep. Education deprivation 'describes cases
in which individuals do not have the recoaisite experiences foi
learning basie-skills..

ft

Frost and Hawkes (1966:3) cite an element 'Which might be
described as economic deprivation. They have Mound that the
rate of dropout is 1 in 3 where fa:lily income is under $3,000
apd,where parents failed to complete high school. For fami-
lies with incomes over $7,000 and where+ parents had completed
high school, the dropout rates were only 1 in 17. Frost and
Hawkes, go op Go identify some of the complications arising
from poverty., a problem they believ4 is unilrersal. (1) Chil-
d'ren of the poor suffer many cultural disadvantages which
affect intellectual development an4 inferfere with social
development. (2) The disadvantaged child is retardedt before
ietering school (i.e. he has not learned middle-class con-
cepts). c (4) Ap enriched environment positively affects
achievement. (5) Early sensory stimulation- is essential for
development of brain functions. (6) Lack of environmental
stimulation results in slow cognitive, locomotor, and social
development. ('7) Children move throdgh an invariant develop-
mental sequen.ce at a hiely variant rato. . (8) Efficient
intellectual dovelopme'nt is contingent upon properly sequenced
development.

Charnofsk Y (1971:45) cites a 'number of observations which
(.taken together) provide as description of the disadvantaged

' learner. Included are:

Lack'of future orientation of the poor; (2)
hostility towards those who have made 14; (3) sus -

picion'and resentment of outside influence; (4) a con-
sequent trusting to 'chance', 'luck', or 'fate'; (5)
an apathetic approach to problems; (6) a futility
about where everything is going and what everything
means; and (7) childlike dependency on those who are
gifted,or'capabOe or affluent or powerful.

Laycock and Findla'y(1970:13) recommended that children be
considered emotionally disturbed (or disadvantaged) if they
exhibit such symptoms as: inability to_yave effective Peer
relationships; inappropriate behaviour; a general mood of
unhappiness or depression; difficulty facing, reality; diffi-
culty with learning;' or, a tendency to develop physical symp-
toms or to,fear personal or schools problems.,

1favighurst (1966:19 describes the socially disadvantaged
- ,learner as one who fails to develop his vocabulary because, in

)
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relation to a normal learner, he experiences family conversa-
tion that fails to answer questions with well develoOd.
`answers. As a resvilt of these shortcomings, the disadvantaged
often hav .poor auditory and visual discrimination and infer-
ior judgement of time, number and other basic concepts.

&lack (1966:47-48)- takes a position similar to
Hayighurst's in discussing learning patterns of disadvantaged
studdnts. (1) Disadvantaged students learn more readily by

inductive (spycific to general) than by'4eductive .(general to
specific) methods. This may be the result of low self-esteem
-they do not trust their own judgement. '(2) They are unac-
customed to "insight building"--moving from abservdtions to

conclusions. (3) They are frequently symbolically deprived.
Wild. imaginations (frequently encouraged in advaAtaged chil-
dren) are often discouraged and even punished as lying. (4)

Disadvantaged learners rely on concrete examples (of. cases
'being studied. .(5) They have short attention spansparticu-
larly if they find the topic uninteresting. I

Four additional factors are involved in an assessment of
readiness 'far instruction. (1) Disadvantaged learners have
had little experience at receiving approval or success.
Approval is -frequently not interpreted as a motivator. (2)

Disadvantaged students have little experience beyonctio their

home environment, (3) They are frequently- unaware of the
b"ground rules" for success in school.. (4) They.-do not per-
ceive adults as people they can go to for answers and assist-
ance:

avp

Fantani and Weinstein (1968:13) describe "a cycle of des-
pair" that describes the treadmill on which disadvantaged
children are compelled to rum. Low family income leads to low
rental accomodation. Because' of a death of books and maga-
zines, children are ill prepared for school. As a result of
being ill prepared, the ;schools do not meet their needs. They
experience low achievement and alienation sets in as,does the
beginning of a poor self-concept. The poor motivation provid-
ed by the poor self-concept leads to dropping out of school.
The individual finds only low-paying jobs (or unemployment)
with the resu.lt that he Le' compelled to initiate a second
generation of children who have no better prospect than he
had.

How Are They_ to -be Identified

Bloom (1965:34-36) believes that in adolescence the indi-
vidual is trying'to create a new identity. If he regards
higher education as appropriate, the transition is easy.. If

not, he "marks time" until he'can qui,5--drop out. There are
some tell-rale signs that this may occur. By egrlde 9, th

individual lags by 3-4 years", in reading and mathematics.
Problem solving and abstract thinking abilities are low. ''

7
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There is little participation in extra-curricular aotivities.
The individual has no vocational goals and-little motivation.
Hostility and rebellion may be evident. Often the individual

'turns completely to-a-peex group for_ excitement and a sense of
belonging.

Kelley (1966:61-62) identifies "seeds of dropouts" that
can often be detected as early as the third grade. The

/future dropout: is over:age for his grade; has already been
told he is a failure; already feels rejected and alienated;
misses much school due to illness; falls behind in basic sub-
jects; and, generally comes from a deprived home.

What Has Been. Done to Date in This Country and Abroad ?,
4%

Projects to help disadvantaged learners in the elementary
grades have been operating in Alberta since 1973. An evalua-
tion of these _projects concluded that "the EOF (elementary)
program has beem a success" (Mackay, 1975:70).. A more recent
study concluded that projects undertaken to compensate for
social, economic and cultural deprivation (the EOF Compen-
satory Component) we.re partially successful.' The evidence
indicated that these projects were bringing about improvements
in pupil.performance in the basic skill areas of reading lan-
guage and mathematics. At the same time there was no appreci-
able improvement in student attitudes (Alberta Evaluation
Research Associates Limited, 1976:186).

Other findings of the studies of Alberta EOF projects
pointed to the need for preliminary planning. As an example,
Mackay (1975,:70) found evidence that projects were not based
on research knowledge about teaching or learning. or pupil
needs".

It is also important to recognize that these study find-
ings all relate to specific project objectives. There are no
completed longitudinal studies and therefore no evidence that

projectsrojects produce lasting effects on students or student
achievement.

Hodges and Sheehan (1978:4-19) provide an overview acrd

assessment of more than 30 years of early childhood education
history in the United States. The early sixties marked the

- beginning of an era of new programming aimed at helping many
children with disadvantages. These programs designed under
the auspices of Head Start and Compensatory Education legisla-
tion attempted to meet some or all of the following goals:
improve the child's phy -sical health and abilities; foster the
emotional and social *development of the child by encouraging
self-confidence, sp.ontaneity,' curiosity, and self-discipline;
improve the child's mental processes and conceptual and verbal
skills; establish patterns of expectations that create a

climate of confidence for .Future learner's efforts; improve

11,
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the quality of intrafamily and interpersonal relationships of
the child; develop attitudes of social responsibility; and,*
increase a sense of dignity and self worth.

On the basis'Vf ten years of experimentation in thellrnited
States, Hodges and Sheehan report some sobering,results. (1)
No. significant picture of success emerged from the early
childhood education efforts of the 1960's when students were
followed through to the end of elementary school. In most
cases impressive initial gains of the varied programs were
eroded a short time after the child left the program--there
were few lasting effects. (There are no longitudinal studies
of the Alberta ECS program and hence no Alberta evidence sup-
porting or reAecting.this conclusion). (2) The most success-
ful programs were characterized by: clear program objectives,
small group instruction, parent involvement, systematic
teacher training, relevant instruction, and high expecta-
tions. Fedigan's (1979:33,36) review of the literature tends
to confitp this point. He has found evidence that direct
instructional approaches are superior in upgrading academic
skills to Indirect or inquiry approaches', /articularly for
young disadvantaged children' (3) The definition of disadvan-
taged was modified to include five standards; poveity, minor-
ity group membership, lower social class, chronic crisis, and
unequal access to resources; Disadvantaged students may meet
some or all of the standards.

Bar-Tal (1978:259-271) has examined some achievement
related behaviors in terms of attribution theory. (Attribu-
tion theory deals with what people blkLieve to be cause-effect
relationships.) On the basis of his work, he says:

....As a conclusion, it was suggested that it would be
desirable to change students' attributions in the dir-
ection of emphasizing ability and effort as causes for
success and lack of effort as the cause of failure.
These causal perceptions can maximize the academic'
performance of students.

Social Impacts of "Drop-Outs" and Undereducated Youth-
'

Jones (1977:411-416) documents the social impacts of youth
who drop out of school and eter the work force as underedu-
cated. Because those who dr p put are alienated as well as
undereducated there are two kinds of cost to be considered:
the costs "of alienation and the costs of inadequate education.

,

The costs incurred by those who are alienated are varied.
(1) Mail is no longer safe and secure--boxes are burglarized
and checks and valuables are stolen. (2) Properties are van-
dalized. (3) Establishments are %,victims of extortion, robbery

. and burglary. (4) Robbery and rape are so common many persons
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fear to walk the. streets day or night. (5) Homes are invaded
and ransacked and the occupants beaten, kidnapped or killed.
The list goes on.

, The costs of inadequate education include, tie costs of
lost productivity and unemployment plus the welfare costs of
maintaining the unemployed. On the basis of calculations pre-
sented by Jones it appearsthat, the costs resulting from an
inadequate education far outwe.ight the costs that would have
been incurrred in providing an adequate education. His posi-
tion is that development of educational 'programs to keep
potential dropouts in school is an extremely good social
investment -there may be up to a .six-fold return on these
investments. 1..

Summary

The common denominator among dived or disadvantaged
students appears to be a shattered self-image, little or no
sense of purpose, and a poor understanding of what causes
failure or success. As a result they tend to be pessimistic
and poorly motivated. The most readily observable symptom of
this mAlaise is the individual's inability to function ade-'
quately either in establishing wholesome interpersonal rela-
tionships or in scholastic achievements. As a child the indi-
vidual is a misfit in school. As an adult he is a misfit in
society. By virtue of a variety of forces, these people
invariably gravitate into low paying jobs or towards welfare.
Some find their way into correctional institutions. Far from
being productive society members, they are generally unproduc-
tive or worse, countterptoductive.

1

There is evidence that money invested in meeting the edu-
cational needs of these people in school is wisely spent. The
sotlal return on these investments may be as much as six-fold.

0

After a great deal of research into ways and means of
meeting the needs of disadvantaged youth, the conclusion is
that those programs which offer individualized instruction,,
good teacher models, and self-image enhancement have the best
prospects of success.'

DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS: HOW CAN THEY BE HELPED?
,

Disadvantaged students seldom find that their needs are
met in the classroom. Because what they need is not what they
receive in their classrooms, they may become alienated and
disruptive, frequently demanding the individualized attention
of the teacher. The net result is that kfiese students are all
too often labeled in such a way that they are segregatable and
thus removed from the regular classroom.,

---...../*/
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There are really two ways f dealing with disadvantaged
students. Each has its rations e. One way is to integrate
the disadvantaged students into he mainstream of education.
and avoid labeling. The other way is to label the students
and place them in a segregated setting. Depending on the

nature of the behavior of the disadvantaged student, segrega-
tion may take place within the overall school setting, or in
the more severe cases the student may be placed in correc-
tional institutions.

The purpose of this section is to discuss the relative
atvantages of integrated sett ngo, segregated settings,,and a
number of related and mediatin variables.

Integrated ys. Segregated A,proaches

Several authors have reviewed the experiences of a variety
of programs and offer opinions and, recommended guidelines for
programs for the disadvantaged. ,

Frazier (1968:23-26) identifies several "things we have

learned''. (1) Before substantial gains can be made, stereo-
typed images and expectations must be dropped. (2) Doing '

"more of the same but harder" will scarcely dent the problem.
(3) Keeping childreri in'school is not enough. Programs mus't

be meaningful to students. (4) Facilities provided for dis-
advantaged students should be comparable to,'or better t an,
regular facilities. (5) Prevention is better than teme' a-
tion. (6) Administrative solutions are not generally effe -
tive. The curriculum 'must be the primary focus. (7) Th

school staff mup.t attempt to bridge the gulf between the

schools (and all it represents) and the world of Ow disadmn-
taged student. (8) When staffing programs for disadvantaged
students consider the following; select well-trained teachers
with good instructional% skills, redoce pupil-teacher ratios,
use male teachers (as role models), and use a variety of sup-
porting staff.

Frost and Hawkes (1966:8-10) also offer some recommended
programming considerations. (1) Time should be made available
for studying and diagnosing the student. (2) The basic needs
of food, clothing, health and affection must be met before '

learning can take place. (3) Early intervention is, desirable.
(4) The pupil-teacher ratio must be reduced. (5) Teachers
should be provided 410ple in- service. These teacherst should be
selected on the basis of excellence and a desire to work with-1

disadvantaged children. (6Y Fear of fa,ilure should be elimin-
ated. Instruction should be individualized. (7) Appropriate
materials (at the right reading levels) should be made avail-
able. (8) Resources (including parents) .shorld be used as
intensively as possible.

11
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Kvaraceus (1970:185-201) offers seven guiding, principles
for program' development. (1) Accept that-parents 1f disadvan-
taged children want them to complete school. (2) Differenti-
ate between regular and disadvantaged, students in meaningful ,

pedagogical terms--not in gross terms. There must be a clear
specification of eat h, student's probled or weakness or dis-
advantage. .(3) The teacher's essential role and fundtion is
not therapeutic--it IA to educate. Teachers selected for pro-
grams for the disadvantaged should be: experts in their field,
role models, and honest in their interpersonal relationships.
(4) Instruction should be individualized in a meaningful way.
(5.) Schools (and teachers) should 1e aware of both the overt
and covert curriculum and its potential effects on Idisadvan-
tased students. .(6) The school is both a social system and an
educational institution. Both must work towards the same
ends. S7) The school must act in an ego-building, and not an
ego-destroying, capacity.

Paul (1977:12) does not see all of these things happening
1 but rather 'gees ,educators caught in a bind trying to right
"social and sometimes constitutional wrongs within the frame-
work of educational practices".

'The situation is difficult at bes.t. The cultural
center for all children is guaranteed by social
arrangement and by law to be.the public school. At
Its center is a scandal. Schools are citizenmakets.
Yet schools have been found guilty of segregating and
stigmatizing the disturbed and othesi handicapped chil-
dren, frequently under theguiseof scientific prac-
tice. Some have pointed out that schools provide, in
many instances, a concentration of social pathology
and citizen-'alien models of behavior and values.'

When it comes to programmiqg for disadvantaged students,
cases can be built for both integration and segregation. ,

.

Fink (1977:105) offers support for relatively short term
segregation by claiming that:'

AS

There have been important benefits (respite, repair,
renewal] to the behaviorally disordered through parti-
cipation in special education.... The 'problem child'
in t.he regular classroom, more often than not, has a
'cumulative record' of such states (tension, stress,
discomfort) and has little opportunity for construe-
ive relief from the situation in which he finds him-

self. For many children, the special class provides
the needed respite, ...repair, ...and renewal.

Laycock and Findlay (1970:16), as does Kvaraceus
(1970:185), advocate integration of disadvantaged students
with regular students whenever feasible. Laycock and Findlay

04,
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recommend that where.two to four moderately disturbed chdren.
arei to remain'in a- class, the adminIstrator should do two

things: .1) select rton-disturbed students who are stable and
well-motiv,at.ed to fill the remainder of the class, and.2)
redx)ce the sotal class Size'to no mar than 20.

. . .

A,atudy designed to examine the mosto ppropriate placement
/irof handicapped students in educatiienS1 .. ograms has been com-`

eted'in Calgary. In comparing iotdgration with segregation
found the following (Study of Integration of Special Edu-
Students Into Regular Cldsse , 1978):.

1"
1. The handiCepped 'child in the reguldrclassroom

achieves more bOth academically-and socially, Ahan\.,_

when,segregated from regular classes.

.`
2. The handicapped etard is' not

teacherS' or"' peers, when
regular classroom:

3. Ihtegrion in the regulai
handicapped child adjust to

04world. %,

4.: The non-handWappped child
Understand and accept the
of handiqapped children.

5. Instruction tendl to be individualized
quently for no6Whandicapped children
ihtegrated, classrooms.

The' same study identifies several disadvantages

labeled as
integrated

rphdily..by
into the

classrbom, helps the
and cope ,*with the real*

improves his ability to.
individual difference

more fre-.

placed in

1. Th4 handicapped child may not have the
tude, or capacity to cope successfully
ular classroom.

will, .atti°-
in the reg-1.....

%0

The 'physical kntegration of the handicapped child
/does not ensure his social integration.

i . A
,3. The A4Asical integration of the handicapped thild

does not ensure insquctiona.1 integration;, the
integrated child day le isolated from regular

. 41.ass activities or required to perform beyond his
level of ability.

4t1 The human, material and physical resources neede
to successfully integrate the, handicapped 'may n

be provided or used.

The Alberta Special, Education St\udy: Executive Summmary
(1977:2) reports thempilowing finding and conclusions stemm-

.

4te
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I
from a comparison of regular, segregated, and resource

g2oms. (It is assumed that many
'

disadvantaged studen'ts *might
subsumgdbwithin the categories used).

-

I. Academic objectives fo.r:'Educable Mentally Handi-
capped (EMH) pupils,(50-8() IQ range) tended to be

, 'b'est served, in,, non-segregated classrooms .orlie-
souue rooms. Non-academic opjecties for this
group could be achieved in ,either setting.

2. Learning Disabled (LD) pupils (normal IQ range but
grossly underaChieving in some ,aspects of,school
work) were reported to achieve as well in regular
classrooms as in segregated ones, provided
.instruction is modified. If regular instruction
is not modified, the students achieve- better in
segregated or partially integrated .classes. For
Worb- academic development there was no difference
etween regular and segregated classes.

3. When considering the academic progress of mixed
classes of EMH and LD pupils, only a slight advan-
tage existed for a resource room sevtin§, How-
ever, this conclusion is based only on three.
studies.

The Alberta Special Education Study (1977:32-33) also
examined the long-term effects of remediation and after find-
ing few long -term positive effects,lreported:

The poor, prognosis relative tce lasting benefits from
remedial instruction implies that the regular class-
room teacher; maxbe, the crucial fa or in improving
results, At th -ry least, the regular teacher who

4r4 receives grad from remedial programs requires
, soppOrt in or' ; -6 maintain the improved rate of
development.

/These f,indings are cons,istent with the earlier findings of
.

Silberberg and Silberberg (1969:14-42):

Folow-up studies almost invariably demonstrate that
*the' beneficial effect-of'this remediation swAshew'out'
in a relatively short time after terminating remedial
reading.

Still more recently Vatc (1974:90.) designed a study which
compared emotionally disturb'ed studepts (near normal IQ)
receiving special education with a comparable group of stu-
dents receiving regular instruction. Five years and .eight
months after first intervention, and, after those receiving
special education had sVe'nt at least two years back in regular
classrooms, no significant differences were found between the
group's. . Vacc ended the study report by saying:

A

4'
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In summairy, it can be coacruded that the data from
this study support the notion that emotionally dis-
turbed children, who did not receive special class
intervention- ate accomplishing the objectives of aca
demic achievement, overt behavior, aed social position
at the Same level as children who 'did have the advan-
tage of a special cleas. Thus, the conception of
placing emotionally disturbed children in special
classes for rehabilitation is called into question.

Bienert (1977:128) in an AIberita," study and Hodges and
Sheehan (1978:4-19) report similar findings. ,

These conclusions are typical of the few f92low-up studies
of the impact of remedial programs; any ,editial differences
favoring the project group at the end 4f the program dis-

appear over'time. They should not be interpreted as an

indictment of remedial programs. One explanation may be that
the receiving teacher(s) do not sustain the individualized
remedial approach. That being the case some of the resources
used for remediatian may profitably be re-deployed to provide
substantial continuing support for regular classroom °

teachers. These resources might be in the form of consulta-
tive assistance,, program plans, individualized learning pack-

, ages, and frequent" evaluation and 'feedback of student pro-

gress. Assumint that a sufficient proportion of regular class
teachers could. be assisted in modifying the modus operandi
with respect to coping with individual differences, prevention
and therapy objectives (contained in most remediation pro-
jects) would be accomplished.

. Mediating Variables

/ There e a number of variables that are believed capable
of effectin the success of either segregated or integrated

'classrooms. Some of these variables are: teachers, resource
rooms, individualized instruction, technological enhancement,
resources, counselling, facilities, programs, and evaluation.

Teachers. Several authors (Frost and Hawkes, 1966:9; and
Frazier, 1968:5 for example) regard teachers as one of tie

most crucial factors in the success of programs for the dis-
advantaged. Kvaraceus (1970:190-191) believes that teachers
should be experts in their field, suitable as models, and

honest in interpersonal relations. He says:

There are three kinds of authenticity that are crucial
for all learners, but which are particularly critical
for the disadvantaged. First the teacher must be

knowledgeable or expert -14' his field. Teachers of

history must be historians, teachers of science must
be scientists, teachers of mathematics must be mathe-
maticians.... Second, teachers must serve as the liv-

. 15
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ing symbol and embodiment of his goals and his subject
matterv.... Third, ...the teacher must ring true in
his interpersonal relationships with his students'.

This ideal is in contrast to..what Johnson and Nimnichr
(1973:169-170) believe to be the.case. They believe teachers

ve a poor )under.seandiog of disadvantaged students and cite
four specific problem areas. (1) Teachers believe that dis-
advantaged students are move-, unmanageableLthan regular stu-
dents. (2) Teacher's attribute stereotyped behaviors to

.

e students. -(3) Teachers may be more concerned
(worried) about: rekationships with parents than With their
disadvantaged childrerk. (4) Teachers belreve there is "some-
one" with the right Xnswer.s. As a consequence they spend
,their time looking tO4that person rather than /dealing con-
structively with the problem.

.Resource rooms. Resource rooms are often used as an
adjbnct to either integrated or segregated classrooms. The
Alberta Special Education Study: Executive Summary (1977:2)
concluded that resource rooms were somewhat more effective
than segregated classrooms for selected subgroups of disadvan-
taged students (i.e. those who may also be classified as EMH
and LEI),

Rhodes (1976:34-35) did not find any evidence to support
the argument that resource. rooms were more efficient than
regular classrooms. He concluded that:

..,The ,classrooia setting is unimportant. What is
important is the indivi.dualization of programs for
pupils in need.-

He.further concluded that older students Benefit as much
from remediation as do younger students.

At

'The general finding of these studies is that 'initial
achievement gains made in resource rooms "wash out/ later.
That being the case,' students may proftt, most if they are
placed in resource .rooms for short periods (perhaps a sem-
ester and then carefully integrated back into their regular
classromorTo do this, most regular classroom teachers would
require some additional consultation and material resources. _

Individualized_tnstructi.on. Because students progress at
highly variable rates, many authors (Frost and Hawkes, 1966:6;
Kvaraceus, 1970:1433; and Rhodes, 1976:35) urged some form of
individualization of instruction in programs for disadvantaged
students.

As one reviews ,the literature, it is not commitment to
indivldualized instruction that is lacking, it is practical
prOcedures for implementing') individualized instruction that
one finds missing. Of these missing practices and procedures,

P
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the most conspicuous are record- keeping systenks, testing .and
diagnostic sysitems, and _information storage' and retrieval
systeMs. Current developments in technology (the widespread
introduction of 'micro-computers in the range of $1 5,000)
may provide some ulief.-

Technological enhancement. As well as in the administra-
tive and management aspects of instruction, there may be
instructtonpl systems worth examining.

There are many computer-based' instructional systems and
projects that could be examined here. 'Two particular cases
are cited)

Considerable success has been demonstrated in a number of
projec ;s using a PLATO, system and a learning package called
Basic Skills Learning Systems (BSLS). This package is

designed to reuove reading, language, and mathematic defiien-
cies of young, adult students and raise them to approximately
an eighth-grkde level.

Some of these PLATO projects were capable of providing up
to one grade-level increase .(equivalent to 150-180 hours'of
regular instruction), for an investment o.f ab,Ct 24 hours of
learning time (Rizza and Walker-Hunter, 1978:12). Among
specific projects they ttported were:

Adu lt Basic Education- -The Adult Learning Center in

Baltimore involved adult§ and the results showed a

growth of .0.8 grade-levels in reading after 15 hours
of instruction and 1.2 &rade levels in math afte!,2.0
hours of study tin BSLS. The drop-out rate was 6%.

Secondary School 'Remedial Programs. 107 secondary
students showed a .significant gain in scores after
using BSLS.;

CorrectiOnal Institutes. Sigificant gains in math
and.reading were reported at three sites selected for.
study.

Rizza.and Walker- hunter concluded by saying:

The less than optimal learning situations within which
the Basic Learning Skills System was used were further
compounded with target .vpulations made up of 'high
risk' individuals. Thesd partlocipants very often had
a poor 'self-image, had experienced failure continu
ously, had failed to learn in the traditional system,
and had motivational problems. Taking'all of of this
into account, one must conclude that the Basic Skills
Learning System has done more than merely produce
significant achievement gains, it has succeeded where
there existed a high probability of failure.

a
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The Computer CprricZlum Corporation of Palo 4to Cali-
fornia (headed by Patrick Suppes) offers,drill and practice

.programs in most elementary (grades 1 to 8) subjects. These
have been successful in many cases. At 10 minutes of terminal
time per day, estimated per pupil costs for programs and
equipftent rental run about $50/pupil/course/yeat.

Counselling

Counielling services may be divided into at least three
areas: career, academic and personal. Career counselling
helps a student make wise career choicgs. Academic counsell-
ing helps, students choose programs and courses whiot.prepa,re
him to enter his chosen career field. Personal counselling
helps a student deal with his emotions- -those inner mechanisms
that shape his behavior. A hallmark of the disadvantaged stu-
dent is frequently a ,poor self-image qr-4,elt-4ncept. Combs
(1967:36-43), in speaking abs0-t- 'human behavior, says; "We
understand that human beharlor is always a result of two
things: one, how he sees the situation in which he is involv-
ed, and two, how he sees himself:. He further asserts that
self-image "has ...it- selective effect on everything we do"--on
behavlor,' on 1 arning, on human adjustment (fitting into
society), on in elligence, and on work.

In spitd of ' the ,identified *.elationships between
Self -image and behavifork, the material reviewed in the course
of preparing this paper made little mention of personal coun-
selling 0 a role for teachers. Kvaraceus (1970:'190), one of
the few who broached the subject, p9inted out that:

V

The teacher 's essential role and function is not
therapeutic, it is not to brain wash or to indoctrin-
ate with middle-class values. The unique and essen-
tial feature of the teacher's role is to educate--to
develop the cognitive processes. The school is not a

hospital; it is not a jail; .it is 'not a warehouse in
which to store young people; it is not a social, or
recreational agency,

Contrary to the.: restricted role of teachers seen by
Kvaraceus, it is presently the-case that career and academic
counselling regarded as the role of teachers or in-school
counsellors. Whether 'this should remain so is open to debate.

Tudor Williams of Syncrude Canada considers teachers (or
in-school counsellors) to be ineffective as vocational guid-
ance counsellors (Edmonton Journal, 20 January 1979).

Guidance counsellors do not have sufficient informa-
tion and understanding of the labor market to meet
students' needs today.'

Is
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This view appears to agree with student's perceptions of vocar
tional counselling as assessed in a recent Alberta Eiucation
Study. In that study Maguire, et al, (1978',iii) found that
students perceive career counselling to- be at an "inadequate
level".

While' these observations do to some extent, call into

question the whole area of career (or guidance) counselling,
they offer no recommendations for dealing with the emotional
problems of disadvantaged students.

The viewsviews already presented suggest that the poor

self-concepts of the disadvantaged were learned at a very
early age and stemmed from abuse, neglect, rejection, broken
homes, alcohol. or drug-related problems, unemployment, or

just chronic chaos. The emotional scars that remain` from
these hurts are so painful that for most students, by the time
they reach adolescence, the hurts have been deeply buried at
the sub-conscious level. Why? Because they are unable to

deal with them--even privately. All that affirms the pres-
ence of these emotional scars are behavior patterns.

To attempt to deal with these deeply-rooted emotional
problems in classrooms through transactional analysis,
self-discovery. groups, or in a variety of other unstructured
and student- centered settings is not recommended. The dis-
advantaged student is too often threatened by his own inner
feelings in-these unstructured settings and by the criticism
and judgesents leveled at him by teachers and peers. More-
bver, as noted earlier, the disadvantaged learner seems to

respond best to structure.

The cited literature recommends that classrooms should be

warm end friendly and teachers ,should strive too develop posi-

tive a.ttitudes and to inspire students. Hunt (1971) contends
that emotional growth occurs most easily in a relaxed atmos-
phere where individuals may express their feelings and where
they,may 'compare and- contrast themselves with others without
fear of threat or criticism.

The design.of classroom environments conducive to emo-
tional growth may be a task of in-school counsellors.' Arkoff
(1975:42-43) offers a description of the role of school coun-
sellors. School counsellors: provide counselling service to
elemen;ary and secondary students; help in organizing environ- ;

menss so that they provide suitable clim.atep for klearning;

promide consultation services to teabhers and parents; and,
help evaluate the' interest and abilities of students and

assist them in planning programs to meet their cfiosen goal.

In assessing the state of school counselling in British
Columbia, Carr (1978:45-51) arrived at two important, conclul.

sions. (1) Ther4 is role confusivon. Nobody knows what coun-
sellors do. /2) Teacher training programs generally emphasize

4
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subject matter skLlls over the helping relatponship. Carr fur-
ther reported that in most studies "students said they did not
usually talk with a (set-tool) counsellor about personal prob-
lems" (1978:30>.

For vhmse,disadvantaged studedks requiring personal coun-
selling in order to deal with emotional (behavioral) problems
the most promising alternative appears to be referral tb out-
side resources. In a U.S. survey cited by Arkoff (1975:19-20)
2,460 aciAlte were asked, "Where do people go for 'professional
help?". Of the 345 -who had sought such help for personal
problems, 42 percent went to clergymen, 29 percent to doctors,
18ipercent of psychiatrists or psychologists, 16 percent to
other social services, and 17 percent to others which includes
parents, relatives, and friends. (Because respondents had
used more than one resource, the total is not 100 percent).
All, of these resources shopld be considered as potential
sources of help for the disadvantaged students.

The recommended domain of schoot counsellors would then
appear to be in areas of career and academia counselling, stu-
dent diagnostics, as a censultamt AO teachers in the design of
learning elvironments,conducive to emotional as,well as cogni-
tive growth, as a link between students and professional
resources located externally, and as an information resource
to parents.

Facilities. Facilities have been found to account' for
little of the variation in pupil achievement (Kvaraceus, 1970:
185. .

/ Programs. r}ograto quality appears to have a bearing on
pupil achievemerit. Programs should be meaningful to the
leArner, more concrete than abstract (Bloom, 1965:34-36;
Black, 1966:48), individualized .....1Frost and Hawkes, 1966:9;
Rhodes, 1976:35), not just "more of the same but harder"

9

(Frazier, 1968:23-26), and instructit should be directed
rather than:inquiry,type (Fedigan, 197 33,36).

Resources. Several Of the authors stressed the importance
of using all available resources. Among identified resources
were the disadvantaged students themselvet. Several refer-
ences were encountered describing the Job Corps.

A program of particular interest was described by Durlak
(1973:334-339). In, the program he describes, ninth graders
were used as tutors in loGer grades for up to 50 percent of
their rn-school time. For these ninth graders the results
appeared to be positive. ft

OOP
Results of the 'present study support the valipity of
the helper therapy principle...: in the process of
helping others, helpers may also benefit.... At least
for some students, the shortest quickest route to the
realization of/individual satisfaction may be thrjugh"
the psychology of helping.

.20 H
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Similar types of programs were reported .by Frazier
(1968:9). "Candy Stripers" at some hospitals represent
another area in which students can be helpers,

Programs of this type may owe much of their success to

three factors. (1) Helping others elicits ,poAitive eelings
about oneself. (2) A great deal of dialogue takes plac$,
bettireen the helper and the teacher.(an adult). Dialogue of

this nature is often deficient in the background of most dis-
advantaged students. (3) The helper comes to see himself in a
new and improved role. 404.

Evaluation. Finally, evaluation is an important element.
Evaluation can enable mid-course corrections to continuing pro-
jects and can provide useful information about completed pro-
jects. It sets the stage for meaningful follow-on projects.
Too often, as pointed out by Hoepfner and Fink (1975:ix) in a
report on p school _programs, evaluation fg given low priority
and is i iated too latePi

So Httle is known about how best to educate young
children that the evaluation of programs designed for
their education is a project in sleuthing. Unfortu-
nately, the sleuths usttally are more preoccupied with
telling hwy.' the tale ended than with leaving behind a
record of the trail 'leading to their conclusions....

Of necessity, not by choice, the evaluators were con-
Tronted with the formidable task of'reconstructing, to
the degree possigle, events which already had

occurred.. How much better it would *have been had they
been abi.e to observe them as they took place! For

tensons whLch can be described only by such words as
'oversight' 'shorts'ightedness' or even'shindsighte--
and which, consequently, are not reasons at all--those
who feel some responsibility for determining the

4'uccess.of publicly-funded education projects reveal'
an almost unerring proclivity toward post-hoc evalua-,

tions. One result is' that ongoing projects fail to

benefit from the potentidny corrective feedback of

formative evaluation. Another is that sleuths ulti-
mately brought in must engage in extraordinarily

4
-difficult pieces of detective work.

'Mackay (1975:70) in commenting on the EOF Project in his
evaluation report stated:

...As part of a systematic' model for improving the

quality of educiation it (the EOF Elementary program)
was, in our opinion, deficient in several important

-4espects.... It was not embedded in i short or long
' range planning model aimed at improving quality....
The lack of evaluative skill and evaluative evidence
provides little hope fob long-term payoff in terms of
future shifti in the direction of elementary schooling
in Alberta.

.21
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Summary

Educational programs can be designed' and delivered in a
variety of ways. Som% are more effective and efficient than
others. The following points can be established on the basis
of the literitture cited in this `section.

1. There is evidence to suggest that regular classrooms
are more effective in improving achievement in basic skills
than segregated classrooms and are as effective as most
resource rooms.

2. Integrated classrooms minimize ego-damaging labeling
which in turn may help the disadvantaged student establish a
more positive self-image.

3. Of all the variables that affect achievement, teacher
qmality appears to have greatest significance. Another signi-
ficant variable appdars to be the attitudes and aspirations of
the disadvantaged students' peers. Structured programs
appears to be a third variable.

4. All programs for disadvantaged students must be pre-
pared so that they are perceived to be meaningful.

4
5. DOadvantaged students need individualized instruc-

tion--at least in terms of rate of progress and perhaps with
respect to objectives, format of media used and learning style
preferences.

6. Technology may be able to make individualized instruc-
tions manageable for classroom teachers as well as deliver
highly successful instruction in basic subjects--technology
may both support the teacher and provide direct instruction.

7. Little evidence was found in this review revealing
positive effects from approaches to personal co4nselling. An
alternative is to establish stimulating, warm and friendly
classroom° situations. Eiteneive personal counselling should
generally be referred to resources outside the school.

8. Disadvantaged students may benefit from programs
designed to use them in a helping role with younger children
or on projects in the community.

:9. Disadvantaged students have many problems. Inter-
agency planning, which includes parents, may prove most effec--
tive.

10. Mani programs All short of their full potential
because of insufficient planning and evaluation. al

I
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Disadvantaged students, or potential dropouts, are to be
found in most classrooms. The disadvantages stem from many
sources pelt the results are usually the same: they produce
poor self.-images, they lead' to pessimism, they provide no

sense of pqrpose, and they provide no positive motivation.

The disadvantaged student cae be readily identified: he

tends to be-aver-age for hts grade; he believeehe is a fail-
ure; he feels rejected and alienated; he misses a good deal of
school because .0 illness; he, is behind in most basic sub-
jects; and py the time he 'reaches adolescence, he is marking
time and waiting to drop out of school.

1

Since the early 1960's, much attention and many resources
have been devoted to resolving the problems of disadvantaged
students. While results have varied, there is a body of evi-
dence building about what does, or does not, work"- There is
also evidence building up which indicates that in'Vestments in
education of disadvantaged students have a high return ratio.
There is also evidence that suggests that basic needs

(shelter, food, health) must be met before learning can take
.place, hence the need for inter-agency and non-school agency
involvement.

S
Several alternative ways of implementing programs for dis-

advantaged students are available. The generally preferred
method remains the regular classroom--the integrated approach
where the disadvantaged student Is integrated into the -larger

social s/ructure of the school. Labeling of students is mini-
mized aifid regular, class teachers, who are respolytible for

maintaining the results of remedial programs throughout, are
provided with assistance hnd equipped with enhanTd competence
and confidence.

The successful integration of disadvantaged students into
regular classroomZe requires: superior teachers; new and mean-
ingful programs; individualization of instruction; and some
new strategies for building egos and enhancing _self- images.
Technology may be able to provide direct instruction in

,selected basic or core subjects and support to the teacher in
managing individualize=d programs.

13

Resource rooms as a means of remediating disadvantaged
students have proven to be of little effect. Initial gains
(even impressive ones) are, often lost after students return to
regular classrooms. A preferred alternative might be to use
resource rooms for shoz,t -term remediation and re-deploy sdme
resources directly into the regular classrooms and in support
of the regular teachers. Tfie long-term benefits from remedia-
tkon will. likely be directry related to how well regular class
teachers differentiate instructionto accommodate the disad-
vantaged learner. ,

Accordingly, additiohal assistance to Ole

23
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regular class tea%cher seems warranted.' 'As indicated above
this could include* frequent diagnosis and. follow-up evalua-
tions of progress, program planning, program materials and
teaching sequences, technological aids for instruction and
recordkeepiqg, and consultation with non-school agencies.

/
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